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Abstract

The NA49 detector is a wide acceptance spectrometer for the study of hadron production

in p+p, p+A, and A+A collisions at the CERN SPS. The main components are 4 large

volume TPCs for tracking and particle identification via dE/dx. TOF scintillator arrays

complement particle identification. Calorimeters for transverse energy determination and

triggering, a detector for centrality selection in p+A collisions, and beam definition detec-

tors complete the set-up.

A description of all detector components is given with emphasis on new technical realiza-

tions. Performance and operational experience are discussed in particular with respect to

the high track density environment of central Pb+Pb collisions.

Submitted to Nucl. Instr. Meth. A
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1 Introduction

The physics of hadronic interactions can today be studied using many different initial

conditions. These range from the most elementary hadron+nucleon systems, via a multitude of

possible hadron+nucleus combinations, up to the realm of heavy ion collisions. In this last field

the recent acceleration of Pb–ion beams at the CERN SPS has provided the largest, most energy-

dense collision system of hadrons so far available for controlled inspection in the laboratory.

The NA49 experiment was conceived to cope with these most complex initial conditions,

as it is generally expected that in the region of extreme energy densities the transition to a new

state of hadronic matter, the quark-gluon plasma, might occur.

The corresponding spectrum of hadronic final states exhibits an extremely rich phe-

nomenology. The multiplicity of produced charged hadrons, to quote one example, may vary

from typically 10 in nucleon+nucleon interactions to more than 103 per event in central Pb+Pb

collisions.

The experimental study of this phenomenology presents a very considerable challenge.

On one hand, this has to do with the fact that there is no reliable theoretical basis for the descrip-

tion of soft hadronic processes in the non-perturbative sector of Quantum Chromodynamics. On

the other hand, and as a consequence, any attempt at detailed experimental understanding has

to rely on self-consistent, complete data sets which fully exploit the internal structure of these

interactions. Large solid angle detectors for particle tracking and momentum determination as

well as particle identification over a major fraction of phase space are therefore mandatory. At

the CERN SPS, with its fixed target kinematics and particle beams in the momentum range of

100–200 GeV/c per nucleon, this aim can be met with state-of-the-art detector technology.

The NA49 detector has been designed, with these necessities in mind, to be able to handle

the most complex hadronic final states and to search for tangible signatures of the elusive quark-

gluon plasma state.

It consists of a wide acceptance magnetic spectrometer combining momentum measure-

ment and particle identification in a set of large Time Projection Chambers, backed up with

additional particle identifiers and calorimeters. It aims at covering, with the same set-up, the

complete range of hadronic interactions described above, up to the highest particle densities

produced in central Pb+Pb collisions.

2 Detector Concept

The NA49 detector concept is based on the following design considerations:

– The experiment is conceived around two existing, superconducting dipole magnets [1],

offering a total bending power of up to 9 Tm over 7 m length. The magnets determine

–by their available magnetic field volume and by their downstream aperture– to a large

extent the phase space available for tracking.

– The extreme particle multiplicities and densities encountered in heavy ion collisions ne-

cessitate unprecedented multi-particle pattern recognition and separation capabilities. In

addition, the large base length of the experiment calls for separated, large volume track

detectors with a minimum of material in the acceptance in order to minimize the rate of

secondary interactions and multiple scattering.

– The aim at large solid angle particle identification suggests a combination of tracking and

identification in the track detectors.

– The data acquisition capability of the detector should allow for the accumulation of about

20 events per burst for the highest multiplicity heavy ion events in order to reach a desired

total event number of 106 per beam period at the CERN SPS accelerator.
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The constraints and requirements mentioned above can be met by Time Projection Cham-

bers (TPC) with their superior pattern recognition and energy loss measurement capabilities,

adequate two-particle and space resolution, and their large, ”empty” gas volumes. It has been

shown [2],[3] that this detector type can work in very high track density environment with pad

readout only, providing the same resolution in energy loss measurement as conventional wire

readout.

The NA49 tracking system is therefore built up by four large volume TPCs. This system

is completely stand-alone, without additional external coordinate determination except for the

incoming beam particle.

It should also be mentioned that the TPC concept limits –by way of the considerable open

time of the detectors– the range of possible beam intensities to less than about 105 per second.

For the use of a typical 1% interaction length target this means that the data acquisition rate can

be saturated with a modest trigger reduction of order 102. In view of the inherent difficulty of

obtaining a fast trigger decision from the TPC itself this has to be achieved by additional trigger

detectors.

Further design considerations follow from this basic detector choice:

– The TPC system deploys two ”Vertex” chambers (VTPC-1/2) inside the magnets and

two ”Main” chambers (MTPC-L/R) on both sides of the beam behind the magnets (see

Fig. 1). The latter chambers have a length of 4 m in order to meet the requirements of

dE/dx resolution in the relativistic rise.

– Energy loss measurements have to be backed up by independent methods in the region of

minimum ionization, βγ ≃ 3. Four walls of Time-of-Flight (TOF) scintillator detectors

are therefore installed behind the MTPCs. In order to extend TOF determination into

backward cms rapidity arrays of PesTOF counters are positioned in a plane between the

two magnets.

– Although it is in principle possible to channel a proton beam of the above mentioned

intensity through the active area of a gated TPC, this is excluded for a Pb–beam with

almost 104 times higher ionization density. As it seemed technically not feasible to install

a vacuum chamber in the drift field without jeopardizing the required track reconstruction

performance and detector gas quality, a solution with split field cage and low density

detector gas was chosen for the VTPCs where the beam runs through the full length

of each detector between two identical drift cages. This ensures at the same time the

necessary cutoff of the extremely high track densities in the neighbourhood of the beam.

In this concept, the walls of the TPC gas envelope and drift cage have to be thin, i.e.

comparable to the radiation length of the detector gas. Helium bags in front and behind

the VTPCs and in between the MTPCs further reduce δ-electron production due to beam

particles.

– Two downstream calorimeters complete the particle detection coverage and serve as trig-

ger devices in heavy ion running.

– A versatile set of target stations including a liquid hydrogen target, combined with a set

of trigger counters is used for the different running conditions and event definition with

hadron and ion beams.

– A special target detector measures the number of target recoil (”grey”) protons from

nuclear targets. This allows determination of and triggering on impact parameter in

p+nucleus collisions.

The resulting detector layout is shown in Fig. 1. The acceptance coverage of the tracking

system amounts to about 80% of all charged particles produced in hadronic interactions at

158 GeV/c beam momentum. The acceptance losses are concentrated in the backward region
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below –1 unit of cms rapidity, in the extreme forward region at longitudinal momenta above

80 GeV/c, and around the up-down regions of azimuth. The latter two effects are caused by the

horizontal separation of the TPC system imposed by the Pb–beam running.

An illustration of the acceptance performance is given in Fig. 2 where rapidity distri-

butions, in transverse momentum bins, are shown for produced and accepted pions in pro-

ton+proton events at 158 GeV/c. For central Pb+Pb interactions this means that about 1000

charged particles are detected.

3 The Magnets

Two super-conducting dipole magnets with a maximum combined bending power of 9 Tm

at currents of 5000 A are centered on the beam line. Each have a width of 5700 mm and a length

of 3600 mm. Their centres are positioned at about 2000 mm and 5800 mm from the target. The

magnet yokes are configured in such a way that there is a maximum opening, in the (horizontal)

bending plane, at the downstream end. A free gap of 1000 mm between the upper and lower

coils leaves room for large volume (TPC) tracking detectors. The coils have a central bore of

2000 mm in diameter and no pole tips are present. This causes field inhomogeneities with the

minor components reaching 60% of the vertical component at the extremities of the active TPC

volumes. The standard current settings for data taking correspond to full field, nominally 1.5 T,

in the first and reduced field, 1.1 T, in the second magnet.

Operation of TPCs in a magnetic field requires either an extremely homogeneous mag-

netic field precisely aligned with the drift field, or precise knowledge of magnitude and orienta-

tion of the magnetic field. The latter requirement applies to the magnet configuration of NA49.

Two independent methods for the precise determination of the magnetic field map have been

adopted:

– Based on the known configuration and material of the iron yokes and coils, the magnetic

field was calculated with the TOSCA code [4].

– Detailed field measurements by means of Hall probes on a three-dimensional grid with

4 cm×4 cm×4 cm spacing [5] have been performed.

In order to cover the entire sensitive region of the detectors, the magnetic field measure-

ments extended over about 16.5 m3. The unavoidable mechanical and time dependent electrical

instabilities of the measurements were corrected by means of reference NMR and Hall probes,

as well as redundant measurements at identical positions with different probes. Special care was

taken to remedy distortions due to the Planar Hall Effect, which was as high as 10% in certain

regions.

A comparison of the calculated field map with the measurements allowed a cross check

of the TOSCA calculations and of the correction and calibration procedures applied to the mea-

surements. The field maps obtained with the two methods agree within 0.5%.

4 Beam Detectors and Triggering

The NA49 detector is located in the H2 beam line of the North experimental hall of

the SPS. This line transports a fraction of the extracted heavy ion beam or a variety of sec-

ondary beams produced from primary protons to the experiment. A set of upstream scintillation

or Čerenkov counters and beam position detectors, see Fig. 1, provides precise timing refer-

ence, charge and position measurement of the incoming beam particles. Interaction counters

and calorimeters downstream of the target allow for triggering on different final state topolo-

gies.
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4.1 Beam Counters

Minimization of the total detector material in the beam line is a major concern, especially

with heavy ion beams. A minimal set of beam counters (see Fig. 1) is therefore used. Standard

scintillator material is installed with hadron beams. As the time-of-flight resolution in low-

multiplicity events has to rely on a precise reference time, one of the counters (S1, 5 mm thick)

is equipped with four photomultipliers directly coupled to the scintillator. In heavy ion running,

a quartz wafer of 200 µm thickness replaces this scintillator, yielding good timing and pulse

height resolution from the Čerenkov effect.

A thin Helium Gas-Čerenkov counter (S2’) has been developed for Pb–beam operation

replacing the 2 mm scintillation counter S2 used with hadron beams. A schematic drawing of

this counter is shown in Fig. 3, together with the amplitude response to lead ions. The Čerenkov

light is reflected by a 25 µm thick, aluminized Mylar foil into a thin-walled Rohacell plastic

foam tube internally coated with Aluminium. A Hammamatsu H6125 mesh dynode photomulti-

plier collects and amplifies the light signal. Additional magnetic shielding around the multiplier

allows installation close to the target, in magnetic fields of up to 0.3 T. Two counters have been

operated with He path lengths of 50 and 17 cm. The pulse height spectrum, shown in Fig. 3b,

has an amplitude resolution of 10%. This allows for a precise discrimination of ion charge down

to a few units of charge.

4.2 Beam Position Detectors

The transverse positions of the incoming beam particles are measured in a telescope of

beam position detectors along the beam line (BPD-1/2/3 in Fig. 1). These counters are small

(3×3 cm2) proportional chambers with cathode strip readout. Two orthogonal sense wire planes

(15 µm tungsten wires with 2 mm pitch) are sandwiched between three cathode planes made of

25 µm aluminized Mylar (Fig. 4). Together with the two external gas envelopes, this yields a

total chamber material equivalent of only 125 µm Mylar.

The outer cathode planes are sliced into strips of 2 mm pitch which are connected to the

readout electronics, as shown in Fig. 4a. The charge induced on these cathode strips has an rms

width of 2.4 mm such that 5 to 6 strips can be used for centre-of-gravity determination. The

resulting precision of the beam position extrapolated to the target is 40 µm for Pb and 170 µm

for proton beams. This has to be compared to a beam profile with a σ of 0.5 mm and 1.3 mm

respectively.

The chambers are operated in Ar/CH4 80/20 gas mixture with gains of about 104 for

protons and about 10 for Pb–ions. Typical charge spectra are shown in Fig. 4b, c for proton and

Pb–beams. In Fig. 4d the charge separation power is demonstrated using the charge sum signal

of all 6 BPD-planes together with the information of the S2 scintillation counter. Fragments up

to phosphor, obtained from a 158 AGeV Pb–beam impinging on a 10 mm carbon converter and

with the beam line momentum set to 312.8 GeV/c, are clearly visible.

4.3 Interaction Trigger

For hadron beams, interactions in the target are selected by anti-coincidence of the in-

coming beam particle with a small (Ø 2 cm) scintillation counter (S4) placed on the beam line

between the two vertex magnets (see Fig. 1b,c). This counter defines a trigger cross section of

29 mb in proton+proton collisions at 158 GeV/c beam momentum, eliminating 80% of the elas-

tic and 50% of the diffractive cross section, both processes being anyway outside the acceptance

for particle tracking. This counter had to be placed in a strong magnetic stray field. Its 150 cm

long light guide combines an air section inside a thin Rohacell foam cylinder with a wave length

shifter bar close to the Hammamatsu H6125 mesh dynode photomultiplier.
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For Pb–ion beams, an interaction trigger is provided by anti-coincidence with a Helium

Gas-Čerenkov counter of the type described above (S3 in Fig. 1a). This counter actually contains

the target and has a length of 17 cm up to the thin reflective Mylar mirror. With a 224 mg/cm2

Pb–target and the requirement of Čerenkov pulse heights below 90% of the full Pb–ion signal,

a selection of impact parameters up to about 10 fm with less than 10% background has been

obtained.

4.4 Selection of Central Pb+Pb Collisions

In order to select at the trigger level the few percent of central interactions contained

in the target interaction rate, additional information on the energy flux remaining in the beam

area is needed. This is achieved by using a Veto Calorimeter (VCAL in Fig. 1) placed about

20 m downstream of the target behind a collimator. The opening of the collimator is adjusted

such that beam particles, projectile fragments and spectator neutrons and protons can reach the

calorimeter.

The Veto Calorimeter, constructed originally for the NA5 experiment [6], consists of

a lead/scintillator section of 16 radiation lengths followed by an iron/scintillator section of 7.5

interaction lengths. The energy resolution can be parametrized by σ(E)/E = 1.0/
√

(E(GeV)).
Fig. 5a displays the energy spectrum observed in Pb+Pb collisions at 158 AGeV [7]. Central

collisions can be selected by discriminating the analog energy sum signal. A typical threshold

setting at Eveto ≤ 8 TeV corresponds to about 4% of the Pb+Pb interaction cross section and an

impact parameter below 3 fm as illustrated in Fig. 5b.

4.5 Centrality Detector for Hadron+Nucleus Collisions

The impact parameter in hadron+nucleus collisions is known, from emulsion and bubble

chamber work [8], to be correlated to the number of ”grey” target protons in the laboratory

momentum range 0.15 to 1.0 GeV/c. Detection of and triggering on these slow protons is an

important asset in the detailed study of hadron+nucleus phenomena. A centrality detector sur-

rounding the nuclear target has therefore been developed (CD in Fig. 1c).

This detector has the shape of a vertical cylinder with 16 cm diameter and 20 cm height

with a thin (about 0.3% interaction length) target placed in its centre. It is a gas detector consist-

ing of 32 proportional tubes read out on 256 cathode elements each covering about 20 msterad

solid angle, Fig. 6a. The counter subtends lab polar angles from 45◦ to 315◦, leaving free the

tracking acceptance wedge of the NA49 spectrometer.

Protons below 0.15 GeV/c momentum are cut off by range in a cylindrical copper foil be-

tween target and proportional tubes, thus eliminating evaporation (”black”) protons and nuclear

fragments. Detection of protons above about 0.6 GeV/c and pions is progressively suppressed

by placing the electronics detection threshold at about three times the most probable energy loss

of minimum ionizing particles.

The hit pattern is recorded in latches after threshold discrimination. On-line triggering

on the number of produced hits is available via a fast majority coincidence. A typical number

distribution of hit cells is shown in Fig. 6b for p+Pb collisions at 158 GeV/c. We have taken

data triggered by more than typically 2 and 7 hits in order to obtain high statistics samples also

in the tail of this distribution. The acceptance of the counter has been estimated, by comparison

with known angular distributions and with events from the VENUS generator, to be about 40%

of the produced grey protons. The expected distribution of the number of participants is shown

for two trigger thresholds in Fig. 6c, d as calculated with the VENUS model.
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5 The TPC Tracking System

5.1 Design Considerations

The fixed-target kinematics at SPS energies is very convenient for tracking with Time

Projection Chambers, as the mean particle emission angle at central rapidity is only in the range

of 100 mrad (see Fig. 7). The given magnetic aperture therefore contains a large fraction of all

produced particles with modest vertical drift lengths of order 100 cm and only small dip angles,

with most tracks being almost orthogonal to the electric and magnetic fields.

Sizeable track angles may occur, however, in the bending plane of the magnets. Due to the

large transverse momentum kick of 1.5 GeV/c provided by the magnetic fields, particles with

opposite charges are cleanly separated into two opposite horizontal hemispheres. Track angles

with respect to the beam direction vary from a few degrees in the extreme forward direction at

high momentum to a maximum of about 50 degrees for the lowest accepted momenta at around

1 GeV/c in VTPC-1. By adapting the direction of the TPC readout pads to these track angles in

the various detector modules, the angle difference between tracks and pads can be kept small.

The TPC space resolution can therefore be exploited in the limit given by diffusion only, both

in drift and bending direction.

On the other hand, the large particle multiplicities encountered in heavy ion collisions

lead to extreme track densities of up to 0.6 particles per cm2 in the plane orthogonal to the beam

direction. Neighbouring tracks tend to run closely parallel over most of their measured track

length. The width of the charge distributions in both coordinates transverse to the drift direction

has therefore to be kept to a minimum. Gases with low transverse and longitudinal diffusion

coefficients (the MTPCs operate without magnetic field) and with moderate drift velocities have

to be chosen. The width of the induced charge distribution (pad response function) and the

electronics shaping time constants have to be optimized accordingly.

In addition, and again due to the large track densities, charge information from the sense

wires of the readout chambers cannot be pattern-recognized. Tracking and energy loss measure-

ments have therefore to be obtained from pad readout only (see Fig. 14). This requires careful

optimization of the chamber and electronics operation conditions.

Some information on the geometrical dimensions of the TPC system is given in Table 1.

5.2 Gas Choice

In a preparatory R+D project [9, 10] a number of gas mixtures has been investigated, in

particular concerning diffusion coefficients, drift velocities and electron attachment. As demon-

strated in Fig. 8, the FWHM of the charge distributions can be limited to about 5 mm both

in transverse and longitudinal (drift) direction, if cool gases containing CO2, combined with

narrow pad response functions and drift velocities between 1 and 3 cm/µs are used. This rep-

resents a sizeable improvement over the Ar/CH4 mixtures especially in drift direction and for

applications without magnetic field.

Our final choice has been a mixture of Ne/CO2 (90/10) for the VTPCs and of Ar/CH4/CO2

(90/5/5) for the MTPCs. Diffusion coefficients have been measured to be 220 µm/
√

cm and

270 µm/
√

cm respectively, for the two gases, in both transverse and longitudinal direction. Drift

fields of 200 V/cm (175 V/cm) correspond to drift velocities of 1.4 cm/µs (2.4 cm/µs) in the two

types of detectors. In this range, drift velocities are unsaturated, i.e. they change almost linearly

with electric field. The exact measurement and control of drift velocity and its correction for

pressure and temperature variations therefore becomes a key issue.

Another peculiarity of gas mixtures containing CO2 is a relatively strong electron attach-

ment in the presence of Oxygen, which is more than one order of magnitude bigger than in the

standard mixtures containing CH4. We have measured attachment coefficients of 240 (120) per
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dimensions [mm] VTPC-1 VTPC-2 MTPC-L/R wire material

width 2000 2000 3900

length 2500 2500 3900

height 980 980 1800

drift length 666 666 1117

pad length 16, 28 28 40

pad width 3.5 3.5 3.6, 5.5

pad angles 12–55◦ 3–20◦ 0◦, 15◦

pad/sense wire dist. 3 2 2, 3

sense wire diam. 0.02 0.02 0.02 W-Re (gold plated)

sense wire spacing 4 4 4

field wire diam. 0.125 0.125 0.125 Cu-Be (gold plated)

field wire spacing 4 4 4

Frisch grid wire diam. 0.075 0.075 0.075 Cu-Be

Frisch grid wire spacing 1 1 1

gating grid wire diam. 0.075 0.075 0.075 Cu-Be

gating grid wire spacing 1 1 2

Table 1: Geometrical dimensions of the TPC system.

microsecond and atmosphere of Oxygen, for the two gases quoted above revealing a linear de-

pendence on the CO2-content. This leads to attachment charge losses of 1.2% (0.6%) per ppm

of Oxygen over the 50 µs drift time in the TPCs. Severe constraints on gas purity and leak rate

have obviously to be imposed.

Attachment due to water impurities could not be observed up to water contents of several

100 ppm. The dependence of drift velocity on water is also comparatively low, it has been

measured to be –2% per 100 ppm H2O.

5.3 Gas Systems and Monitoring

The detector gas is supplied by four independent gas systems. Each system recirculates

the gas with a compressor at a rate of about 20% detector volume per hour, i.e. 0.6 and 4.0 m3/h

for VTPCs and MTPCs, respectively. Flow control is achieved by regulating the TPC over-

pressure to 0.50±0.01 mbar via frequency modulation of the recirculation pumps. A schematic

drawing of one gas system is presented in Fig. 9.

Fresh gas is mixed and fed into the recirculation system through mass flow controllers

[11] which can deliver, in purge mode, the full recirculation rate. In normal operation, the fresh

gas is supplied at only 2% detector volume per hour. Nonlinearities and calibration drift of the

flow controllers are eliminated by on-line control of gas amplification and drift velocity, as the

required setting accuracy is beyond the specifications of the flow regulators. The mixing and

monitoring equipment is temperature stabilized to better than 0.1◦C. Oxygen is cleaned from

the detector gas by filter columns containing active Cu-granules chosen for use with the CO2

gas mixtures. No absorption or exchange of CO2 with the other gas components or water has

been observed. The filters are regenerated after typically 4–6 months operation periods, using

Ar/H2 (93/7) mixture at 200◦C. Fresh filters absorb water contamination in the gas over periods

of some weeks, such that the water content may vary by 10 to 20 ppm.

As mentioned above, the control of gas quality is one of the major issues in the NA49

TPC system. Oxygen and water contaminations are measured with two pairs of O2/H2O sensors
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[12]/[13] which can be switched to different positions in the recirculation systems (B,C,D,G in

Fig. 9). Gas purities of 2–4 ppm Oxygen and about 20 ppm water are typically achieved.

Owing to the required dE/dx performance and space resolution in drift direction, and

due to the large time constants (50 hours per volume change) involved in the propagation of gas

instabilities, the gas mixtures have to be stabilized to a very high level of accuracy. We achieved

a relative stability of better than 0.5% in gas gain and a measurement of drift velocity to better

than 0.1% absolute and 0.03% relative.

Each of the gas systems has a system of four gas amplitude monitors and one drift velocity

monitor. The amplitude monitors measure the signal from 55Fe photons in a proportional tube,

both in the fresh gas input line and in the recirculated gas. Pressure and temperature variations

are corrected up to quadratic terms in gas density. Drift velocity is measured in a drift detector

using the drift time difference from a pair of Alpha sources at 10 cm distance [14]. Typical

performances and precision of these monitors are shown in Fig. 10 for a period of several weeks

[15]. It should be stressed that in three component gas mixtures as used for the MTPCs, both

gas gain and drift velocity have to be measured in order to control the relative concentration of

the gases.

5.4 Field Cages, Gas Envelopes and Support Plates

The design of the field cages has been guided by the following criteria:

– no insulator surfaces exposed to the drift volume

– single-layer electrostatic field structure

– functional separation of field cage and gas envelope

– outside protective gas volume for gas purity and HV safety

– minimization of overall material thicknesses

– modular construction for ease of assembly and avoiding large and complex auxiliary

structures

– 100 µm geometrical precision of all field cage elements over the full volume.

These considerations led to the realizations described below.

5.4.1 Field Cages

The basic elements for the electrostatic field electrodes are aluminized Mylar strips of

25 µm thickness and 1/2 in width. If stretched with a load of about 1 kg they can be suspended

over a length of 150 cm with a vertical sag of less than 50 µm (if on edge) or 170 µm (if flat).

This load corresponds to an elastic elongation of 0.7%. This is far below the deformation limit.

Test strips have shown creep of less than 20% of initial elongation over a period of 5 years.

Humidity has a strong influence on the elongation. A variation from 20% to 60% relative hu-

midity in air increases the elongation by typically 10%. In this sense the exposure of the strips

–once mounted– to the dry detector gas provides a welcome contraction balancing eventual

small creep effects.

The Mylar strips are suspended on ceramic tubes placed vertically in the corners of the

rectangular field cages, with a distance of 2 mm between strip edges. The tubes are pressure-

moulded from Alumina [16], surfaced to perfect cylindricity and metallized under vacuum with

a Ti layer of about 100 Ω/square sheet resistance. Insulating rings of 2 mm width and 200 µm

depth are machined into the tube surface achieving excellent strip-to-strip retracted insulation.

The strips are cut to 99.3% of their suspended length such that the internal elastic force

is obtained by elongation on their supports. Each strip is sandwiched at both ends with 100 µm

thick Cu-Be material. The metal is tightly bent three times to form a small hook which fixes the

strip by friction and at the same time ensures the necessary double-sided electric contact. Both
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ends of each strip are hooked onto a fibreglass-epoxy profile placed at the outside of one of the

corner tubes (see Fig. 11). The strip position can be adjusted by eye to match the machined strip

pattern on the tube surfaces, readily achieving a 50 µm positioning accuracy. The winding of a

complete field cage (about 70 strips) can be performed in a working day.

In order to keep the total weight of the field cage structure to a minimum and to meet the

required geometrical precision over surfaces of up to 16 m2, the High Voltage planes are realized

using the same type of Mylar strips. Strips are here suspended horizontally between two rows of

adjustable wedges and supported every 70 cm on support wires (200 µm Cu-Be) which in turn

are supported by adjustable screws. The resulting system of about 100 support points is brought

into place with a precision of better than 100 µm using an optical level reference, before placing

the strips. This is again a very fast operation. A schematic drawing of the field cage of a VTPC

is shown in Fig. 12 [17], while a view inside one of the large field cages for the MTPCs during

assembly is given in Fig. 13.

5.4.2 Gas Envelopes

As stated above, the gas envelopes are completely separated from the drift field structure.

They consist of a double layer of 125 µm Mylar foil glued to a double frame system made of

6 mm thick fibreglass-epoxy. The thin (1–2 cm) gas volume between the two foils is flushed

with Nitrogen and serves the double purpose of High Voltage protection and minimization of

gas impurity diffusion, especially concerning Oxygen and water.

The severe constraints on gas purity imposed by the use of CO2 as drift gas necessitate

optimum assembly and gluing techniques in the preparation of the gas boxes. A length of more

than 100 m of glue joints per detector has to be produced in the assembly process, using Araldite

[18] throughout. With this type of glue, careful wetting and humidity control combined with

visual inspection proved sufficient to reach the necessary gas purity performance, without any

need for leak searches.

5.4.3 Support Plates

Both the field cages and the gas envelopes are carried by support plates which also

house the readout proportional chambers. In the case of the VTPC detectors, the plates of

250×200 cm2 are machined from solid Al of 145 mm thickness. They are supported from 4

points on the magnet iron. After careful horizontal alignment of the support points, they present

a reference surface of ± 50 µm planarity. After mounting the Ceramic rods and the HV support

structure, the field cage is assembled by winding the Mylar strips. The gas box is then fixed to

the support plate using a simple system of clamps. Gas tightness at this joint is ensured by room

temperature vulcanizing paste, RTV [19]. Comparative leak rate tests have shown that this rub-

ber is equivalent to standard O-ring joints which need precision surfacing and the application

of high mechanical forces. Since RTV contains Silicon, careful ageing measurements [20] have

been performed in order to prove that no sense wire ageing is induced. This is true if perfect

volume polymerization is ensured by using RTV only for joints exposed to air and by strictly

limiting its bulk volume to a few mm cross section. This technique also allowed substantial

simplification of the readout chamber mounting in the support frame by replacing O-ring joints

with RTV seals.

For the MTPCs with their 16 m2 top surface, the support frame has been realized as a

complex mechanical assembly of 40 cm height using a combination of screw and glue junctions

on preassembled subsections. Planarity is achieved by machining the lower surface after assem-

bly. The plate is supported on 4 points. This again calls for careful alignment of the structure

presenting a total weight of 5.5 t. A surface planarity in situ of ± 150 µm has been achieved.
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The weight of the gas box and field cage, both acting on the circumference, is a major factor

in this deformation. The gas box is therefore again held with simple mechanical clamps and

the gas tightness ensured with an RTV seal. In the case of the MTPCs, the readout modules are

fixed from below the frame in order to allow for a relative separation of only 2 mm. The gas

seal is realized with O-rings.

5.5 Readout Chambers

The NA49 TPC system deploys 62 readout proportional chambers each with a 72×72 cm2

detector surface. The chambers are constructed using the classic design developed over many

years of TPC technology [21, 2]. Seen from the drift space, a gating grid is followed by a

cathode plane (Frisch grid) closing the proportional chamber volume made up by 20 µm sense

wires interspaced with 125 µm field (zero potential) wires. Signals are picked up on the back

cathode plane which is subdivided into pads. A selection of principal dimensions is given in

Table 1. A cross sectional view is shown in Fig. 14.

Several points are noteworthy in the NA49 realization:

– small gaps between pads and sense wires (down to 2 mm only [10]) in order to adapt the

width of the induced charge distribution (pad response function) to the small FWHM of

the drifted ionization charge (Fig. 8). This allows full use of the possible space resolution

and two track separation.

– consequently, small pad widths down to only 3 mm leading to very high electronics den-

sity of up to 4000 channels per readout module.

– adaptation of pad length and angle to track topology in the various detector areas to

minimize track angle effects.

– excellent gas tightness by covering the pad contacting holes with an auxiliary plate and

displacing the back electronics connectors with respect to the pad rows. Leak tightness

of each module was measured on a He test stand requiring a He leak rate of less than

10−6 mbar·l/s.

– direct connection of front-end electronics cards on the chamber back plane in groups of

32 channels per card.

– metallic support frame machined from a 60 mm thick Al plate carrying pad and wire

planes as well as electronics cards and cooling system.

– pad plane made from a printed circuit board (PCB) glued to the Al frame. The pad pattern

is first transferred to a glass plate in order to keep the required mechanical tolerances and

this mask is then used to etch the pad pattern on the PCB [22].

Due to the good noise performance of the electronics, the chambers can be run with a gas

gain of only 5·103 in the MTPCs. This is of paramount importance for the stable operation at

large track density. Due to shorter pad lengths and low density gas, the gas multiplication in the

VTPCs is increased to 2·104. The corresponding chamber currents during the SPS spill are of

order 100 nA in the high track density area of the MTPCs and up to 500 nA in the VTPCs. These

currents correspond to direct track load through the effective chamber volume between gating

grid and pad plane, the contributions from track segments drifting in during the gate opening

time being negligible. Although the transition to breakdown is rather rapid in Ne gas mixtures,

no operational problems have occured in the VTPCs in four years of running. In contrast, there

is a tendency of self-stable discharges developing in the MTPC modules closest to the beam.

5.6 Electronics

The TPC readout system comprises a total of 182000 pads. The corresponding electronics

system represents a complexity and channel density that can only be handled by making use of
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VLSI full custom technology. The electronics design had to satisfy the following criteria and

boundary conditions:

– signal sampling frequency 10 MHz corresponding to 512 time buckets over the maximum

drift time of 50 µs

– system dynamic range 8 bits

– equivalent noise charge about 1100 electrons (rms)

– signal shaping time of 180 ns, adapted to longitudinal diffusion

These led to the following technical realizations:

– analog signal storage in Switched Capacitor Arrays (SCA)

– digitization in Wilkinson-type ADCs with 9 bit resolution

– placement of complete front-end electronics up to digital outputs on the TPC readout

chambers

– digital data transfer via optical links

– high degree of multiplexing to reduce number of links

– digital signal processing in a VME based system of receiver boards performing zero sup-

pression, multi-event buffering, and data transfer to event builder

The design follows a readout structure first developed for the EOS experiment [3] and

also adopted by the STAR collaboration [23]. Its function is based on a low event recording

rate of 10–30 per SPS burst and on the absence of higher level trigger decisions requiring fast

intermediate buffering. Efficient minimization of the number of components and a high degree

of multiplexing are thereby possible even keeping in mind the very large raw data volume of

100 Mbyte per event. A detailed description of the electronics can be found in [24].

5.6.1 Front-End Electronics

The complete front-end electronics is grouped on 32 channel cards which are connected

to the corresponding pads on the back plane of the readout chambers. The main components

are highly integrated into two types of custom designed chips: a 16 channel preamplifier/shaper

and a 16 channel analog storage/analog-to-digital converter, both realized in CMOS technology

[25].

The preamplifier features an input integration circuit with a 1.5 pF feed-back capacitor

and a conversion gain of 50 mV/fC. The capacitor is discharged via a FET switch such that

charge accumulation is active only during drift time under control of the event trigger. The

total dynamic range of the input stage is 12 bit corresponding to a charge deposit of 40 mini-

mum ionizing particles on the pad. A subsequent shaper stage forms the signal into a Gaussian

wave form with 240 ns FWHM. The power consumption of this chip is 53 mW/channnel. The

equivalent noise charge in running conditions is 1500 electrons.

The analog pad signal is time-sampled and stored in a Switched Capacitor Array (SCA)

[26] which can be regarded as a series of 512 capacitors with a sample and hold circuit for each

capacitor. After the readout cycle of 50 µs, the stored charges are transferred with a frequency of

100 kHz to a Wilkinson type ADC using a single slope ramp and counter with 9 bit resolution.

The power consumption of this chip is 5 mW/channel.

5.6.2 Data Transfer and Processing

The digitized information is transferred by flat ribbon cables to Control and Transfer

boards also located on the TPC support plates. Here data are multiplexed and sent to the count-

ing house on fibre optical links with a speed of 62.5 MHz. 768 electronics channels are multi-

plexed onto one fibre.
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Receiver boards (3072 channels per board) mounted in a VME crate system perform dig-

ital data processing tasks including pedestal calculation and storage, zero suppression, noise

rejection and event buffering, using Motorola DSP 96000 processors. In this stage the data vol-

ume is compressed to less than 10% of its raw volume such that one complete event corresponds

to about 8 Mbyte of data for central Pb+Pb interactions.

5.6.3 Cooling and overall Temperature Control

The power consumption of 58 mW per channel, combined with the large channel density,

leads to thermal loads of up to 300 W per readout chamber. As the required temperature stability

of the detector gas is of order 0.1◦C for gas gain and drift velocity control, a recirculation

water cooling system was designed. This system uses permanent underpressure of the whole

circuit in order to prevent water leakage into the TPC environment [27]. The system consists

of Cu cooling plates installed in between the electronics front-end cards, a vacuum pump with

expansion vessel, a heat exchanger and a circulation pump. System temperature is stabilized by

microprocessor control of the heat exchanger valves.

Overall temperature control of the detector system is achieved by regrouping the complete

VTPC and Laser systems on one hand, and the MTPC and TOF systems on the other hand in two

large thermally insulated huts connected to two high precision climatizers. By a combination

of cooling and subsequent processor controlled heating the ambient temperature is stabilized to

20±0.1◦C. Temperatures are monitored by 60 PT–100 thermal resistors.

5.6.4 Performance

The electronics system has performed in a very stable and reliable fashion over the past

four years. During this period of order 1% of the 6000 front-end cards had to be exchanged due

to malfunction of single channels or chips. The production yield of the 16 channel chips (about

200 mm2 silicon surface) has turned out to be about 50% after detailed dynamic acceptance

testing for a series of key parameters on computer-based test stands. Channel gain and shaping

time have Gaussian distributions with about 10% rms.

The typical pulse shape from a laser track in a MTPC is presented in Fig. 15. The sig-

nal shows a good Gaussian symmetrization, with a short-term undershoot of about 5% affect-

ing the base line up to about 1 µs (corresponding to a space dimension of several cm) in the

neighbourhood of each track (Fig. 15a). At larger times, the signal is followed by a complex

overshoot/undershoot structure on the level of less than 0.5% (Fig. 15b). These features are

connected to the principle of pad readout and are not taken out by the shaping stage since the

necessary long time constants cannot be realized in VLSI techniques. As practically no positive

ions arrive at the pad plane, the time integral over the signal has to be zero. Hence a negative

undershoot occurs which starts at about 5 µs and continues beyond the TPC open time. In high

track density environments, this undershoot results in a base line shift due to tail superposition

which looks like an effective charge loss as function of drift distance. In central Pb+Pb colli-

sions this effect may reach several percent of the mean pulse height, thus affecting the quality

of dE/dx determination. Off-line corrections have been developed in order to remedy this situ-

ation.

Another observation, again depending on track density, concerns changes of both channel

gain and base line position depending on the input charge load on each chip. This has to do with

the difficulty of proper channel decoupling in a high component density VLSI environment.

As a result, the apparent channel gain can vary by up to 10% depending on the pattern of the

input charges on each chip, and on the chip position on the front-end cards. This precludes the

possibility of performing electronics calibration using pulsing of the field wires, as in this case
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all channels of a full readout module are loaded simultaneously. Alternative methods of gain

calibration had to be developed (see below).

The feedback capacitor of the preamplifier has a 12 bit dynamic range. In some instances

this capacitor can saturate in the high track density areas of the detector leading to an abrupt

loss of charge measurement for times beyond the saturation point on the affected channel.

5.7 Data Acquisition

The data flow of 100 Mbyte per event from the front-end electronics is transferred through

fibre optical links to 60 receiver boards (4 fibres or 3072 pads per board) housed in a system

of 6 VME(9U) crates. These act as slaves to a VME(6U) master crate which steers all the

data acquisition. It is controlled by a master processor based on the Motorola 68040 CPU with

master/slave and VSB/master interfaces. The master crate contains seven 32 MByte dual-ported

VME/VSB Micro Memory modules (DPM) which are used to contain event fragments during

the readout process. The principal layout of the sytem is given in Fig. 16. The event rate is

25–30 per SPS burst (4.8 s for Pb–beam, 2.37 s for p–beam).

In addition to the TPC data transfer, the master crate receives data from several CA-

MAC branches (beam, trigger, calorimeter and PesTOF information) and from a FASTBUS sys-

tem (Time-of-Flight information) connected through a FASTBUS AEB master (ALEPH Event

Builder).

After all event fragments have been transferred to the 32 MByte memories in the master

crate, a complete event is assembled by the master CPU in its local memory. An event can then

be transferred either to 8 mm Exabyte tapes for test purposes, or, in production running, via

a VME-SCSI2 interface to a SONY DIR-1000M 19 mm tape recorder which can operate at a

transfer rate up to 16 MByte/s. The recorder is driven by a SCSI2 controller [28] which manages

all aspects of the tape operation. Transfer to the SONY controller can be maintained in excess

of 16 MByte/s so that the drive operates in streaming mode. The capacity of the largest tape

cassette is 100 GByte which corresponds to about 100 min of uninterrupted running or in excess

of 10000 events on a single tape (central Pb+Pb interactions). Events may also be transferred

via FDDI to UNIX work stations for online monitoring.

All the VME processors run under the OS9/68000 operating system. Booting and file

serving is done via a UNIX workstation. The DAQ software in the master CPU is organized

as a set of different concurrent tasks and has been described in detail in [29]. Almost all of the

software is written in C++, a language which makes it conceptually easy to communicate with

hardware and shared objects through access functions. The system takes approximately 85 ms

to assemble a single event and transmit it to the tape controller.

5.8 Calibration

Simultaneous calibration of electronics and gas gain can be achieved by releasing a

known number of electrons into the TPC drift space. Injection of radioactive 83Kr gas can serve

this purpose. This method has been developed by the ALEPH collaboration [30] and is being

used by the DELPHI experiment [31] for similar application.

The unstable 83Kr isomeric state (half life 1.9 hr, excitation energy 41.6 keV) emanates

from a 83Rb source [32] housed in a small volume by-pass of the TPC gas recirculation system

and is injected into the TPC gas. This isomeric state decays to the 83Kr ground state through an

excited state at 9.4 keV. Both the 32.2 keV and the 9.4 keV nuclear deexcitations are dominated

by internal conversion transitions and the subsequent atomic deexcitations are dominated by

Auger transitions. Escapes of the 9.4 keV gamma-ray and of the 12.6 keV to 14.3 keV X-rays

from the decay site in the TPC gas produce a characteristic spectrum of electron deposition
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at the decay site which has peaks at 19.6, 27.3, 29.0, 32.2, and 41.6 keV. In the large TPC

volumes the escape photons are converted with full efficiency. The resulting charge distribution

is shown in Fig. 17a for a Monte Carlo simulation using the known transition probabilities, and

compared in Fig. 17b to a measured spectrum in one of the MTPCs. As the lowest peak at 9 keV

is close to the MIP equivalent of 6 keV in the MTPC, this method offers, in addition to relative

gain calibration, a precise check of detector and electronics linearity up to 7 times minimum

ionization.

Calibration data are taken with a clock trigger at maximum data acquisition rate. For a

source intensity of 180 MBq, about 1000 Kr decays are captured in a single readout cycle of

50µs. In a data taking period of about 2 hours, this permits the production of high statistics

charge spectra on the level of 16 pads (or one readout chip) grouped together. Owing to its short

decay time constant, the radioactive component will vanish quickly and normal data taking can

resume after some hours.

The more than 104 charge spectra established by this procedure are fitted automatically

by comparison with a reference spectrum using the full information contained in the method,

yielding a precision of better than 0.5%. It has thus been possible to remedy the electronics

calibration problems mentioned above and at the same time to take out the systematic variations

of the gas gain which can reach 10% over the readout chamber surfaces.

Kr calibration runs are typically taken before and after each SPS running period of 6

to 8 weeks. The time evolution of the detector response in the intermediate time period has

been shown to be uniform over each of the 62 readout modules, and to be determined mainly

by pressure variations and setting uncertainties of chamber HV and electronics LV supplies.

This time dependence is traced by pressure correction up to second order in gas density and by

following the time dependence of particle energy loss, via truncated means of several thousand

charge clusters per readout module, with an accuracy of better than 1%.

5.9 Detector Geometry, Alignment and Track Distortions

The space position of the TPC system is determined to better than 200 µm absolute ac-

curacy, by optical methods. Fiducial marks on each detector are brought into relation with the

exterior SPS beam coordinates using precision survey methods [33]. The relative positions are

controlled, in short time intervals, by level instruments [34] for the vertical coordinates and by

vertical optical reference lines [35] for the horizontal ones.

Internal consistency is checked with muon tracks and multi-target runs. High momentum

muons from the secondary beam halo are available in abundance. They pass, parallel to the

beam, through sets of three subsequent TPCs (see Fig. 1) and offer perfect long-baseline align-

ment. Secondary tracks from additional targets placed upstream and downstream of the primary

one provide cross checks of angle effects, left-right asymmetries and vertex precision.

The basic detector geometry is first determined without B field in the vertex magnets. In

this condition, the internal consistency between survey constants and track positions is found to

be better than 200 µm, in the horizontal coordinates. The determination of the vertical coordi-

nates needs, in addition to absolute detector position, absolute measurement of drift velocity and

readout time reference. The drift velocity is predicted from the drift velocity monitors (section

5.3) using atmospheric pressure, gas temperature, and TPC drift field measurements. The time

reference is determined independently from multi-target runs using the vertex constraint from

the beam position detectors (section 4.2). Both measurements are independently not precise

enough to guarantee the requested absolute position accuracy of 200 µm in the detector mid-

plane (corresponding to a precision of 4·10−4) in drift velocity and 8 ns in reference time. Small

adjustments of the drift velocity are therefore applied in order to obtain an overall optimization
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of the global track residuals between the different TPCs using the vertex constraint.

In an alternative way the drift velocity can be determined by laser tracks or via the charge

distribution inside each TPC as a function of time (called charge step method). The determi-

nation with laser tracks requires high absolute precision in position and angle of each track

in the TPC volume, which turned out to be difficult to guarantee. The charge step method is

based on a fit to the back edge of the charge distribution of tracks corresponding to the posi-

tion determination of the drift HV plane (in time). As such it is well suited to the high track

and charge density environment of heavy ion collisions, where it achieves an excellent relative

precision of about 10−4 in an event-by-event measurement. For the absolute drift velocity deter-

mination it necessitates the knowledge of the readout time reference, the transition time in the

readout chambers, and a correction for cluster charge distortions close to the HV plane which

are difficult to evaluate.

The above mentioned residuals used for the adjustment of the drift velocity suffer in

addition from track distortion effects specific to each TPC. Two main sources of track distortions

have been found: the transition region between drift space and readout chambers, and the E×B
effect in the magnetic field. Due to the complex electric field geometry in the edge regions of the

readout chambers (isolating frames, gaps between chambers) it is virtually impossible to obtain

a perfect match between the drift region and the volume around and below the gating grids.

Local charge displacements of more than 100 µm in all three coordinates are observed. These

displacements show up as drift-independent quantities and have to be taken out by correction

tables.

The large magnetic field inhomogeneities in the vertex magnets (see section 2) lead to

very appreciable displacements of the drifting charge which reach several cm at the edges of the

VTPCs. These effects have therefore to be known with precisions of about 1% of their value.

Due to the low ωτ values of the cool gases used in our experiment, rather precise predictions

are possible using the measured B fields and drift velocities. Experimentally, the availability of

laser tracks over the complete volume of the VTPCs (see next section) allows for a perfect cross

check of the validity of these predictions. The E×B distortion can thus be eliminated with the

necessary precision.

5.10 Laser System

The NA49 laser system is based on a pulsed Nd-YAG laser [36] equipped with 2 fre-

quency doublers and delivering a power of 4 mJ per pulse at a wave length of 266 nm. The

laser beam can be directed with an automatic steering system towards any one of the four TPCs.

There it is split and directed vertically down into the ceramic support tubes placed in the cor-

ners of the field cages, see chapter 5.4.1. Auxiliary ceramic tubes inside these columns carry

6 beam splitters at 45 degree angle which reflect the pulse, through Quartz windows, into the

TPC drift volume. The auxiliary tubes can rotate in steps of 3 degrees driven by a pneumatic

precision stepping mechanism. Beam positions are recorded and stabilized via position sensitive

laser diodes (PSD) and autocollimation using steering with stepping motors and piezoelectric

tripods. The schematic layout of one laser beam system is shown in Fig. 18a. Laser beams in up

to 200 precisely defined positions can thus be produced, spanning the entire TPC volume.

The laser system has been successfully used in the study of tracking performance and

all kinds of track distortions. In particular, it has been indispensible for the control of the large

E×B distortions mentioned above, and their correction. Residual distributions with respect

to straight line fits in horizontal coordinates are shown in Fig. 18b, c, without and with the

calculated E×B corrections.
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6 Tracking Method and Performance

The NA49 track reconstruction software is structured into several consecutive steps:

1. cluster finding

2. construction of local track elements in each TPC separately

3. matching of track elements from different TPCs into ”global” tracks

4. track fitting through the magnetic field and momentum determination.

In the first step, two-dimensional charge clusters are formed by grouping information

from neighbouring pads and time buckets in each pad row (pads are arranged orthogonal to the

beam direction in 72 rows per VTPC and 90 rows per MTPC). The position of each cluster is

found by centre-of-gravity formation over the charge distributions. For matched global tracks a

minimum of 10 clusters is requested, a possible maximum being 234 clusters. The distribution

of the number of clusters per track between these limits is shown in Fig. 19. It is determined

by the production kinematics of tracks at vertex, combined with the momentum dependence

of magnetic deflection. In the distribution of Fig. 19, enhancements at about 50 clusters (sin-

gle VTPC), 80 clusters (MTPC only) and 150 (one VTPC+MTPC) are visible. Evidently, the

achieved momentum resolution will show a variation corresponding to track length and mag-

netic field configuration traversed by the track.

6.1 Residual Distributions and Space Resolution

Typical residual distributions, with respect to track fit, are shown in Fig. 20 for muon

tracks without B field and for tracks from p+Pb interactions with B field, in vertical and hori-

zontal coordinates. It should be stressed that only geometrical and E×B corrections have been

applied. Thus the electric field distortions near the readout chambers described in section 5.8

are fully visible, especially in the vertical coordinate. From the size of the systematic residual

effects we conclude that an overall position precision of about ±200 µm has been achieved.

From the width of the residual distributions in each pad row we can deduce the local space

resolution of the detector. The σ2 of this distribution in the bending plane is shown in Fig. 21

as function of drift length in the MTPC, for muon tracks. The achieved space resolution varies

from 120 µm close to the readout chambers to 270 µm at maximum drift length, an average

characteristic value being 210 µm at mean drift distance. One should remember here that this

TPC works outside the magnetic field.

The build-up of this performance from the different sources of fluctuations has been stud-

ied in detail using Monte Carlo techniques and compared to the usual cumulative formula [21],

neglecting angle effects which are small in this case:

σ2 = σ2
0 +

σ2
diff. · Ldrift

N tot
el

(1)

The expected resolution from the diffusion term of this parametrization alone is indicated

as the full line in Fig. 21. Evidently the expected drift length dependence does not comply with

the data, which are represented by full circles. Comparison with the Monte Carlo calculation

(open triangles) reveal that gas gain fluctuations of the avalanche formation at the sense wire

contribute exactly a factor of 2 to the diffusion term (hatched line in Fig. 21).

The other principle source of fluctuation is the σ0–term which is of order 120 µm in this

experiment. We have shown that this term originates mainly from finite pad size, electronics

noise and from the zero suppression threshold, each with roughly the same contribution. In fact

in NA49 the electronics noise (σ) corresponds to 2–3 ADC channels. Therefore the zero sup-

pression threshold has to be placed at 5 ADC channels reducing the effective dynamic range.

The most probable charge deposit of minimum ionizing particles has been adjusted to 60 ADC

channels which is only 12 times the zero suppression threshold. Therefore the σ0–term becomes
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relatively important. In addition, since the amplitude depends on the drift-length, it is not con-

stant. This introduces an additional drift dependence of the resolution which is also apparent in

Fig. 21. Taking these results into consideration equation (1) has to be reformulated as follows:

σ2 = σ2
0(Ldrift) + 2 ·

σ2
diff. · Ldrift

N tot
el

(2)

6.2 Momentum Resolution

The momentum resolution in the bending plane is mainly governed by the local coor-

dinate resolution, the length integral of the magnetic induction, the total track length and the

number of measured coordinates on a track [37]. An additional momentum-independent offset

due to multiple Coulomb scattering in the target, in several gas layers and in the materials (Al,

Mylar) forming the detector walls has to be added; it amounts to less than 3 MeV/c.

Given the wide variation of track lengths and number of points measured per track (see

Fig. 19), a general parametrization of momentum resolution (especially in the momentum com-

ponents) cannot be given. Typical values for the total momentum resolution are dp/p2=7.0·10−4

(GeV/c)−1 for tracks passing through VTPC-1 only (momentum range 0.5–8 GeV/c), and

dp/p2=0.3·10−4 (GeV/c)−1 for so-called global tracks detected in VTPC-2 and one MTPC (mo-

mentum range 4–100 GeV/c).

6.3 Primary Vertex Resolution

The position of the primary event vertex is constrained in the plane transverse to the

beam with a precision of a few hundred microns by the measured beam particle trajectory

(section 4.2). Its longitudinal position has to be obtained by extrapolation of secondary tracks

to about 80 cm upstream of the first VTPC. Vertex position is of importance for the separa-

tion of secondary decay vertices (neutral strange particles and photon conversions), and for the

elimination of background tracks and events originating in the target walls (p+p and p+Pb in-

teractions). In high multiplicity events, the vertex resolution is of order 150 µm in the bending

plane as shown in Fig. 22a for central Pb+Pb interactions without using the beam particle posi-

tion. In low multiplicity topologies, the beam trajectory has to be used as a constraint. In these

cases, the resolution (σ) along the beam axis is of order 6.4 mm, as shown in Fig. 22b for p+Pb

interactions.

6.4 Two-Track Resolution

The separation of pairs of close, neighbouring tracks is a major concern in the high track

density regions of Pb+Pb interactions. The problem is compounded in fixed-target geometry by

the fact that most tracks tend to be parallel over most of their length in a given TPC, as only a

minority of tracks cross each other with large angles. The spatial distance has therefore to be

defined as a mean distance over track length, measured in several points.

As explained in section 5.2, the gas mixtures and detector parameters have been chosen

in order to obtain track charge distributions with typically 5 mm FWHM. Separation of tracks

down to about 1 cm distance should therefore be possible. The two track resolution has been

experimentally determined by comparing the spatial distance of track pairs in the same event

with a combinatorial background of pair distances obtained by mixing uncorrelated tracks from

different events. This separation efficiency is shown in Fig. 23 to decrease to 50% at an average

distance of 1 cm, in agreement with expectation.

Separation below this typical distance is in principle possible using deconvolution tech-

niques developed for the NA49 detector [38]. From these studies it appears that full separation

might be possible down to the level of 3–5 mm mean distance, if dE/dx information is included.
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6.5 Tracking Efficiency

The TPC concept with its three-dimensional charge cluster measurement guarantees in

general excellent track finding efficiency. In the NA49 environment there are two limiting con-

ditions which can lead to track losses: high track density areas where clusters start to merge

and therefore get lost for pattern recognition, and tracks ”on the wrong side” with respect to

the magnetic bending. Although the majority of tracks separate into two opposite horizontal

hemispheres following their charge, tracks with sizeable transverse momentum can reach the

”wrong” hemisphere of charge. These tracks have large crossing angles with respect to the pad

pattern designed for ”right” side tracks and therefore create extended clusters which tend to split

due to their low charge deposit per pad. The corresponding losses are concentrated at low total

momentum in an area where the detector acceptance is low anyway.

In reactions with low multiplicity, the human eye can be used to measure tracking effi-

ciency quite effectively by eye-scans. Tracking efficiencies very close to 100% have been found

in p+p and p+Pb interactions, with the exception of a small phase space region at low momen-

tum discussed above.

In the high multiplicity final states produced in Pb+Pb collisions tracking efficiency is

determined by embedding Monte-Carlo generated tracks into real events and then measuring the

reconstruction efficiency of these additional tracks. This efficiency, which is in general found

to be higher than 95%, can drop to about 30% in the regions of high track density close to the

beam (see Fig. 24a). This can be correlated to the high electronics occupation density which

can reach values of 30% in these areas, as shown in Fig. 24b, c.

Equally problematic for physics analysis are tracking efficiencies above 100% caused by

ghost tracks. There are several sources for additional tracks found by the pattern recognition

algorithms. The merging of track elements from different TPCs can fail and thus produce split

tracks very close to each other in phase space. Considerable effort has been spent to detect

and eliminate such cases, which is again increasingly difficult with increasing track density.

Another source of additional tracks are secondary vertices. These can be connected to particle

decay (V0’s) or interaction of event-correlated particles like neutrons or nuclear fragments in the

detector environment, or to pile-up of several events during TPC open time. In all these cases,

since these tracks have to match the primary vertex both in elevation and in the bending plane,

an accumulation in a small, well-defined area of phase space close to the horizontal plane and

at sizeable transverse momenta ”on the wrong side” is found, where fiducial cuts can eliminate

them.

7 dE/dx Performance

The precision measurement of specific energy loss and its use for particle identification

is one of the principal design goals of the NA49 tracking system. Since the momentum distri-

bution of reconstructed tracks varies from a few hundred MeV/c up to about 100 GeV/c, this

measurement spans the full range of the energy loss function from the sub-relativistic 1/β2 de-

pendence for kaons and protons through minimum ionization into the relativistic rise and up

to the Fermi plateau for pions and electrons. In order to keep full flexibility for identification

in these different regions, each track is characterized, irrespective of its length, by its proper

dE/dx value obtained from a truncated mean over the number of measured charge clusters.

7.1 Calibration

In addition to electronics and gas gain calibration described in section 5.8 above, charges

have to be corrected for local track angles and for a small systematic dependence on track length

introduced by truncation, which is of order 1%. Since a large number of tracks have points
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measured in the different gas mixtures of the VTPCs (Ne/CO2) and the MTPCs (Ar/CO2/CH4),

the slight differences between the respective Bethe-Bloch functions have been measured and

are corrected for, such that ”global” energy loss values can be established making full use of

the maximum information available for each track.

7.2 Drift Length Dependence of Cluster Charge

The biggest correction is introduced by an important observed drift length dependence of

track charge. Only a small part of this charge loss is due to electron attachment, about 1–2% in

the MTPCs and 3–4% in the VTPCs (see section 5.2). A second loss component arises from the

zero suppression threshold at 5 ADC counts. Since contributions to cluster charge below this

value are suppressed, and since the cluster charge distribution widens with drift length due to

diffusion, this cut creates apparent charge losses of typically 5% per metre drift length. In case

of truncated means, only the smaller charges are maintained and the apparent loss increases

to about 7% per metre. The size of this effect depends on the position, in ADC counts, of

the most probable energy loss which had to be placed, as already discussed in section 6.1, at

only 60 ADC counts. Previous TPC applications in low track densities [21] could use sense

wire readout for dE/dx measurement which allows independent optimization of tracking and

energy loss measurement.

In Pb+Pb interactions the apparent charge loss increases as a function of track density to

values in excess of 20% in some parts of the VTPCs. This has turned out to be a major limitation

to dE/dx resolution since a proper correction becomes very difficult. Two further sources of

fluctuation have been found for this track density effect. The first one is induced by the negative

undershoot present in the electronics time response, resulting in an apparent base line shift as

discussed in section 5.6.3. The second one, of equal importance but related to the short-term

time behaviour, is due to small and fast changes of the sense wire potential thus coupling an

inverted signal across an entire padrow. Both effects, as well as the before mentioned threshold

effect, can be corrected for off-line such that the good dE/dx resolution can be maintained in

Pb+Pb collisions (see Fig. 26a, b); active work on these corrections is still continuing.

7.3 Truncation and dE/dx Resolution

The distribution of total charge on a track is nearly Gaussian for tracks of several metre

length. Nevertheless the corresponding dE/dx resolution can be improved by typically 20% of

its value using a truncated mean method. The optimum truncation procedure has been studied

using data and Monte Carlo methods. The best performance was found by keeping only the

50% smallest clusters for the determination of the mean energy loss. The resulting resolution

can be parametrized as 38%/
√

Nc where Nc is the total number of clusters on a track. A look

at Fig. 19 which gives the number of tracks as function of Nc shows that one can expect a

best resolution around 3% for the 30% longest tracks, a mean resolution of about 4% and still

about 6% resolution for tracks only measured in one of the VTPCs alone. An interesting side-

product of this study is the re-establishing of the well-known fact [39] that Neon has the same

specific resolution as Argon, although it has only half the specific ionization. The Monte Carlo

calculations [40] show that this is partially due to the fact that the ionization potential in Ne

is higher, and partially due to a modification of the energy-dependence of knock-on electrons

from E−2 in Ar to about E−2.2 in Ne (see also [41]).

A scatter plot of truncated energy loss against momentum is shown in Fig. 25 for positive

secondaries in p+p and p+Pb collisions. A projection around 10 GeV/c momentum (Fig. 26a,

b) shows the good separation of electrons, pions and protons and the clear appearance of a kaon

peak, which allows, with proper cuts, a highly enriched kaon sample to be obtained.
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8 Time-of-Flight Systems

Since particle identification by energy loss measurement alone fails at minimum ioniza-

tion, and since –even with the good dE/dx resolution achieved– kaon selection on a track-

by-track basis is not feasible, independent particle identifiers based on time-of-flight methods

were foreseen in the NA49 detector concept. These systems have to comply with the following

constraints (see also Fig. 1):

– installation possible only behind the MTPC or in a small zone between the two vertex

magnets

– flight path about 14 m or 4 m respectively

– particle momentum at central rapidity 6 GeV/c for kaons and 10 GeV/c for protons

– necessary time resolution (rms) better than 100 ps

– high segmentation due to very high track densities in Pb+Pb events

Three different TOF systems were designed accordingly and installed as shown in Fig. 1:

1. a pixel scintillator system of 1800 elements behind the MTPCs, operating in the momen-

tum range 3 to 12 GeV/c

2. a grid scintillator system of 200 elements positioned at larger angles behind the MTPCs,

with momentum range 2 to 6 GeV/c

3. a system of PesTOF counters between the two vertex magnets for detection of particles

at low rapidity with momenta up to 2 GeV/c.

In central Pb+Pb collisions about 7% of all tracked particles can be detected by these arrays.

8.1 Pixel Scintillator System

Two walls (TOF-TL and TOF-TR in Fig. 1) of 4.4 m2 total surface contain 1782 indi-

vidual scintillation detectors with rectangular scintillators glued directly to one photomultiplier

per detector. The scintillators [42] have a thickness of 23 mm matched to the photocathode di-

ameter, a height of 34 mm and horizontal widths between 60 and 80 mm, adjusted according to

the local track density in Pb+Pb events. The photomultiplier [43] outputs are split and fed into

constant-fraction discriminators followed by time-to-digital converters, and to charge-to-digital

converters. This electronics system is housed in FASTBUS and VME crates.

After extrapolation of the tracks reconstructed in the MTPCs into the area of the TOF de-

tectors, detailed corrections depending on charge deposition and relative position of the incident

particle in each scintillator are performed.

The overall time resolution of the TOF-TR system is demonstrated in Fig. 27 where, for

about 2 million tracks in 40000 central Pb+Pb events, the distribution of differences between

the measured time-of-flight and that predicted from the measured momentum assuming the pion

mass is shown. The distribution can be described by a Gaussian with a standard deviation of

60 ps. This value for the time resolution includes all contributions to the TOF measurement

(start detector, uncertainties in tracking, etc.). The tail on the right side of the peak is due to pair

creation by event-correlated γ’s in the scintillators; slower kaons and protons are suppressed by

a suitable dE/dx window.

Double hits due to the finite granularity, edge effects and background from γ’s are the

main sources of efficiency reduction. The sum of all losses, as determined experimentally by

comparison with the TPC track data, amounts to 29% on average, with a maximum of 34% in

the central region closest to the Pb–beam.

8.2 Grid Scintillator System

Two scintillator walls of 1.24 m2 total surface (TOF-GL and TOF-GR in Fig. 1) comprise

186 individual scintillation detectors. Both walls are made up of a horizontal and vertical plane
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of scintillator rods [44], each of them being viewed by 2 photomultipliers [45] at both ends.

The rods have a length of 480 mm (horizontal) and 1300 mm (vertical) with a thickness of 24

(15) mm and a width of 25 (10) mm. Even in Pb+Pb collisions this arrangement with large

surface scintillators is suitable because of the strong decrease of particle density at their posi-

tion relative to the beam and due to the good inherent double-hit resolving capability profiting

from the two-dimensional readout with its high granularity of 25×10 mm2. The loss due to

unresolved double hits is 13%; the total system efficiency has been estimated to be about 80%.

The electronics system of constant fraction discrimination, time-to-digital and charge-to-

digital conversion is similar to the one used in the pixel system. The readout is done by a FIC

VME/VSB processor transferring the data through a VSB-bus to the central DAQ.

For continuous control of operation laser signals are distributed among the scintillator

rods through optical dividers and light fibres.

The four photomultiplier signals available per particle yield horizontal and vertical mean

times which are approximately independent of hit position. Timing corrections due to position-

dependent light collection times and due to amplitude dependences in the grid and start counters

have to be applied. After correction, the overall time resolution has been determined to be 85 ps.

8.3 PesTOF Counter System

This system is a recent addition to the NA49 set-up introduced to improve identification

in the backward hemisphere for particles below 2 GeV/c momentum. A first small array of

480×300 mm2 surface has been operated in a position between the two vertex magnets (see

Fig. 1). It is planned to extend this installation to a surface of about 1 m2, installed on both sides

of the beam.

PesTOF detectors [46] are small-gap (100 µm) spark counters operated in a four compo-

nent gas mixture of Ar/Isobutane/Ethylene/Butadiene (76.9/20/2.5/0.6) at 12 bar. The inherent

time resolution, depending on operation conditions, can reach values below 50 ps. Strips placed

on the back of the semiconductive anode plane are read out on both sides by independent elec-

tronics, allowing for two-dimensional coordinate measurement with a resolution of a few mm

in the strip direction and of order 1 mm in the direction orthogonal to the strips.

It has been shown that the expected space and multi-hit resolution can be reached. The

performance in terms of time resolution is still being studied.

8.4 Combined dE/dx – TOF Performance

For particles in the acceptance of the TOF detectors dE/dx information from the TPCs is

available simultaneously with the time of flight. The combination of both methods improves par-

ticle identification considerably. This is demonstrated by Fig. 28, where particles in the momen-

tum range 5–6 GeV/c are sorted corresponding to their dE/dx signal and the mass (squared)

obtained from the time-of-flight and momentum measurement.

At momenta above approximately 4 GeV/c the separation of the lighter particles (e,

π) from the group of heavier ones (K, p, d) is performed essentially by dE/dx (see also

Fig. 25), whereas the TOF measurement is needed for the distinction between kaons, protons

and deuterons. Quantitatively, at 6 GeV/c –a momentum typical for midrapidity kaons– one

obtains a 4 σ separation of pions and kaons (3 σ of it by dE/dx alone) and a 6 σ separation of

kaons and protons (nearly exclusively by TOF).

9 Ring Calorimeter

The last element in the detection of secondary particles in NA49 is the Ring Calorimeter

(RCAL in Fig. 1) placed 18 m downstream of the interaction target. Originally constructed for
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the NA5 SPS experiment [6], it is used to measure neutral particle production in the projectile

hemisphere in p+p and p+nucleus interactions. In Pb+Pb collisions, it gives information on

transverse energy production rates [7] and event anisotropy [47].

The calorimeter has a lead/scintillator sandwich front section of 16 radiation lengths

backed by an iron/scintillator sandwich section of 6 interaction lengths. It is cylinder shaped

with an inner bore of 56 cm diameter and an outer radius of 151 cm. The sensitive area is

subdivided into 240 cells, configured in 10 radial rings and 24 azimuthal sectors, read out

by photomultipliers via wavelength shifter bars. The energy resolution can be parametrized

by σ(E)/E = 1.2/
√

E(GeV). As the distance from target is substantially larger than in the

original NA5 experiment, the calorimeter is sensitive only in the forward hemisphere between

rapidities of about 3 and 5 unless used with a target configuration down-stream of the magnets.

10 Conclusions

The NA49 large acceptance spectrometer has been in full operation since fall 1995, after

a construction period of only three years. In the initial phase of exploitation, it has been shown

that the ambitious detector programme of precision tracking and identification of up to more

than 1000 particles per event in central Pb+Pb interactions could be successfully achieved. The

first two years of operation have been dedicated to central Pb+Pb interactions, where 1.5 million

events were recorded in about 6 weeks under optimum running conditions.

In additional data taking periods using proton and pion beams with the same detector

set-up the physics programme was extended to hadron+proton and hadron+nucleus collision

studies, thus covering all hadronic initial states available at the CERN SPS (see [48]). The

operation of the detector has been stable and reliable throughout.

Given the complexity of both the experimental environment and of the tracking and par-

ticle identification equipment, it is not surprising that the detailed study and optimization of

detector response and reconstruction software is still progressing. Special attention has been

given to the limiting performance in the regions of very high particle densities encountered in

central heavy ion reactions. As described in this paper such limits become visible, in particular

in comparison with the less critical p+p and p+Pb collisions, in detector operation as well as in

the performance of tracking and particle identification.
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Figure 1: Set–up (not to scale) of NA49 experiment with different beam definitions and target

arrangements for a) Pb+Pb, b) p+p and c) p+A collisions. The target position is at the front face

of the first Vertex Magnet (VTX-1).
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Figure 5: a) Energy spectrum of the Veto Calorimeter in Pb+Pb interactions; b) impact param-

eter and fraction of total inelastic cross section related to the energy in the Veto Calorimeter as

derived from the VENUS model.
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Figure 7: Topview of a central Pb+Pb event as detected by the four TPCs. Only a 7 mm high slice

around the beam plane is depicted in order to allow for a resolution of tracks in the projection.
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lines.
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Figure 13: View into the field cage of a MTPC.
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